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We improve the results of previous investigations, [ 1• 71 in which asymptotic relations between 
the amplitudes of various crossed processes, binary as well as nonbinary, were obtained. 
Specifically, asymptotic (for w - oo along the real axis) equalities between the moduli of the 
leading as well as all successive corresponding terms of the asymptotic expansions of the 
amplitudes of crossed reactions are derived, which are also valid in the most general case 
of arbitrary binary and nonbinary processes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE situation in the interpretation of the strong 
interactions of the particles at high energies has 
become rather critical after the recent falling into 
disrepute of "reggeism." At present only attempts 
at its partial resurrection are made. Of particular 
significance are now the theoretical predictions de
rived from the fundamental postulates of quantum 
field theory without recourse to any model consid
erations or any not-quite-consistent approximation 
methods. By this we mean such predictions as the 
Pomeranchuk theorem and various generalizations 
thereof (cf. the review article[ 11 ). As shown in 
r 2- 71 , these predictions can be obtained under 

rather general assumptions directly from the physi
cally justified postulates of quantum field theory 
without use of any purely mathematical assumptions 
about the temperate growth of the generalized func
tions one is dealing with. 

Among these postulates, a particular role is 
played either by the special ''principle of the ab
sence of action at a distance" introduced by Me1-
man[3, 41 or by the more liberal requirement of the 
rigorous formulation of the microcausality princi
ple (III-rd basic formulation). [ 5• 61 Thus the exper
imental verification of these predictions is at the 
same time a verification of the validity of the ex
trapolation of our fundamental ideas about the 
particles and their interactions into the region of 
high energies. 

Of particular importance among the above
mentioned generalizations of the Pomeranchuk the
orem are the asymptotic equalities between the dif
ferential cross sections of arbitrary binary and 

nonbinary crossed processes. A proof of these re
lations on the basis of the crossing symmetry of 
the exact amplitudes has been given in [ 1J. In [ 71 
a proof of these equalities was given without any 
assumption about the crossing symmetry of the ex
act amplitudes, 11 using only the analytic and cross
ing properties of the asymptotic amplitudes intro
duced by Melman[ 3• 41 which follow either from the 
' 'principle of the absence of action at a distance'' 
or from the basic formulation of the microcausality 
principle. These amplitudes agree asymptotically 
(energy s- oo along the real axis) with the exact 
amplitudes under very general assumptions amount
ing to the requirement that there be no oscillations 
in the amplitude for s - oo along the real axis. [ 21 

However, although it is impossible, in the absence 
of analyticity, to ascribe a crossing symmetry to 
the exact amplitudes of arbitrary crossed proc
esses, it is clear that they have "something more" 
than just the asymptotic crossing symmetry used 
in [ 3• 4• 71 for the proof of the Pomeranchuk theo
rem and various generalizations thereof. 

In the present paper we formulate rigorously 
this "something more" and, on the basis of this, 
improve the results of [ 1 • 11 , i.e., establish the 
asymptotic equality between the moduli of the lead
ing as well as of all successive corresponding 
terms in the asymptotic expansions of the ampli
tudes of crossed processes in the most general 
case of arbitrary binary and nonbinary reactions. 
As in [ 71 , no assumptions about the analytic prop-

l)lt must be borne in mind that this symmetry has a mean
ing only if these amplitudes are analytic, which has not been 
proven for the general case of nonbinary processes. 
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erties of the exact amplitudes for these processes 
are used. However, as is always the case in the 
method of asymptotic amplitudes, we must make 
the assumption that there are no oscillations in the 
amplitude at infinity ( cf. in this connection [ 41 ) or 
that some definite restrictions can be imposed on 
the variation of the ''effective perpendicular area of 
interaction a 1 of the particles" ( cf. in this connec
tion [ 81 ). 

2. BINARY REACTIONS 

For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the 
scattering of a spinless particle with mass J.1. 1 on a 
spinless "nucleon" leading to a spinless particle 
with mass JJ. 2 (both spinless particles will be called 
"pions"): 

with the crossed reaction 

where the four-momenta of the corresponding par
ticles are indicated in parentheses. 

In the axiomatic method of Bogolyubov, Medve
dev, and Polivanov[ 91 the amplitudes (I) and (II) 
can be written in the Breit system, where p + p' = 0, 

X G, .• 1 ( x; p, P1 ), 

G (x· I)= (2 I I 6i2(- x/2) I ) ret 'p, p - . ,p 6<ptH(x/2) 1, p ; (1) 

. {' [ . ( f.L12 - f.L22 )] TU(w, t) = j d:r.: exp ~~ wxo- A.ex ..,__. t px 

X G;et(x; [1 1,p), 

...... • 1 ( , 16j.Jl(-x/2) 1 ) 
I.Jret(x;p,p)== ,1,p 6<pt(~12,p ' (2) 

where 

J..2 = wz- az, t = -4p2, 

a,2 = tj2 (J.Ltz + J.Lz2)- t/ 4- (J.Lzz- f.Lt2)2/t, 
(3) 

e is a unit vector, perpendicular to p, and H indi
cates the Hermitian conjugate. Expanding formally 
the amplitudes Tl(w, t) and TII(w, t) in powers of 
a 2, we obtain under very general assumptions (see 
below) the following asymptotic expansions for 
these amplitudes (for w- co along the real axis 
and fixed t): 

00 

Tr,II (ro., t) ,..., "" T1'n (w t) LJ n , ' ' (4) 
ro-..oon=O 

where 

T 1 (w t) = a2n (' dxP (iex/w w-2) . n • . J n , (5) 

{ [ f.Li2_f.L22 ]} 
Xexp -i w(xo-ex)+ t px Gret(x;p,p1 ), 

Tnii(w, t)= a.2n ~ dxPn(iex/w, w-2) 

(6) 
{ [ f.Lt2- f.L22 ]} • I Xexp -i m(xo-ex)- t px Gret(x;p.p), 

and Pn (u, v) is a form of n-th degree with real co
efficients. We emphasize especially that we have 
nowhere made any assumptions about the analyticity 
of the amplitude in the parameter a 2, and hence the 
series (4) will, in general, diverge. 

The expansion (4) becomes really asymptotic for 
w- co, i.e., it will give rise to a sequence of ever 
improving estimates for Tl, Il(w, t) for w-oo (cf., 
e.g., [ 101 ), if the "effective area of interaction of 
the particle perpendicular to p," al, increases 
less rapidly than w, if at all, for w-oo, This fol
lows directly from (5) and (6). Here we have used 
the terminology first introduced rigorously by Gri
bov, Ioffe, and Pomeranchuk. [ 8 1 

Let us now write the exponent in (1) and (2) for 
w - co along the real axis in the form 

-i{ ro (.x0 - ex) 

(7) 

From this it is seen that the assumption that ul 
increases less rapidly than w is closely connected 
with the assumption that there are no oscillations 
in the amplitude at infinity in the sense (cf. the 
corresponding condition in the paper of Melman, [ 41 

p. 1970) 

TI, n (ro . .t) 
lim = 1 for ro-+ oo. (S) 

TI, II(w + cw-t, t) 

We thus see that the condition for the validity of 
the asymptotic expansion (4) is in no way different 
from the condition that the exact and asymptotic 
amplitudes are equivalent-a condition which must 
inevitably be introduced in the proof of the asymp
totic equality of the differential cross sections of 
nonbinary crossed reactions. [ 1• 71 This condition is 
very weak. Moreover, it is, at least in principle, 
verifiable in experiment, since it has a rather 
clear physical meaning. Thus, although we have no 
proof of whether it is satisfied, we shall assume 
that the amplitudes do indeed fulfil it. Then the ex
pansion (4) is indeed asymptotic. 

The functions Tk Il(w, t) are naturally called the 
n-th asymptotic amplitudes of reactions (I) and 
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(II). The zeroth asymptotic amplitudes T5• II(w, t) 
coincide with the asymptotic amplitudes introduced 
by Melman. [ 3• 41 

Since we wish to base our proof only on the 
physically justified postulates of quantum field the
ory, we must drop the assumption about the tem
perate growth of the generalized function Gret(x), 
which, though standard, is nevertheless a purely 
mathematical hypothesis. This forces us to give 
a rigorous mathematical meaning to the principle 
of microcausality, Gret(x) = 0 for x .$ 0. Because, 
first, of the polynomial boundedness of the n-th 
asymptotic amplitude T~ (w, t) on the real axis and, 
second, of the III-rd formulation of the principle of 
microcausalitl 5• 61 for the generalized function 
Gret(x), this asymptotic amplitude T~(w, t) is holo
morphic in the lower w plane except for a neigh
borhood of the point w = 0, and satisfies there all 
conditions of the generalized maximum principle of 
Phragmen-Lindelof-Nevanlinna (cf., for example, 
[ 41 , Sec. 7). Moreover, it is easily seen from (5) 
and (6) that the following relation exists between 
the n-th asymptotic amplitudes of the reactions (I) 
and (II): 

Tn1(-ro•, t) = Tnii"(ro, t), Im ro ~ 0, (9) 

where the left-hand side is the analytic continua
tion of T~ (w, t) from the lower rim of the right
hand cut to the lower rim of the left-hand cut. 

Here we must make two remarks. First, the 
polynomial boundedness of the n-th asymptotic am
plitude T~(w, t) on the real axis follows from the 
polynomial boundedness of the amplitude TI(w, t) 
itself on the real axis. The latter is practically a 
rigorous consequence (cf. the discussion of this 
point in [ 11 ) of the results obtained in [11]. Second, 
instead of the III-rd formulation of the principle of 
microcausality one could also use the "principle of 
locality" of Melman[ 3• 41 with the same success; 
however, the requirements of the ''principle of lo
cality" are much less liberal than those of point III 
of the formulation of the principle of microcaus
ality, and the "principle of locality" itself does not 
have[ 5• 61 such a clear physical content as the prin
ciple of microcausality. 

Applying the method of Logunov, Nguyen van 
Hieu, and Todorov[ 1l to the n-th asymptotic ampli
tudes T~ II(w, t), we finally obtain 

lim[ITn1 (ro. t) I/ITn11 (ro, t) ll= 1. (10) 

for physical (real) values of w. This leads in the 
particular case n = 0 to the asymptotic equality of 
the moduli of the asymptotic amplitudes T~(w, t) 
and TP(w, t) of the crossed reactions (I) and (II), 
which was obtained in [ 11 • If the conditions for the 

asymptotic equivalence (for w-oo along the real 
axis) of the exact, TI, 11(w, t), and asymptotic am
plitudes, T~ II (w, t) in the sense 

lim [T!;.II (ro, t) /T1•11 (ro, t)] = 1, (11) 
Ol-+00 

are fulfilled, then it also follows that the differen
tial cross sections of these crossed reactions are 
asymptotically equal. 

Let us show that the preceding considerations 
can be applied with minor modifications to the case 
of pion scattering on real nucleons, i.e., particles 
with spin. In this case we must only express the 
amplitudes TI and Til in terms of the invariant 
amplitudes Tf(w, t) and TP(w, t) and then introduce 

the n-th asymptotic amplitudes T~ and TN and 
the n-th asymptotic invariant amplitudes Tfn (w, t) 

and Tf~(w, t). The latter will satisfy all conditions 
of the generalized maximum principle of Phragmen
Lindelof-Nevanlinna and of the crossing symmetry 
of the type (9). This gives us the possibility to 
prove the asymptotic equality (10) for the case of 
real nucleons. 

3. NONBINARY REACTIONS 

Since all of the preceding discussion was based 
only on the use of the analytic and crossing proper
ties of the n-th asymptotic amplitudes and did not 
presuppose any analytic properties of the exact am
plitudes (moreover, the values of the exact ampli
tudes for complex w may even be meaningless), it 
can be taken over without any special difficulty to 
the case of arbitrary nonbinary reactions. Let us 
consider, as an example, the scattering of a pion on 
a spinless "nucleon" (the spin of the nucleon may 
be included in the fashion indicated in Sec. 2) lead
ing to the emission of two pions (all pions have the 
same mass J.l.): 

n (q) + N1(p)-+ n( q') + n( q") + N2 (p') (III) 

and the crossed reaction 

n(q) + N2(p)-+ n(q') + n(q") + N1(p'), (IV) 

In the framework of the kinematical description 
of Logunov, Nguyen van Hieu, and Todorov[ 1l and 
in their notation, we can write the amplitudes for 
the reactions (III) and (IV) in the form 

X Gret(Xo,Xi;p,p'), (12) 
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Expanding formally the amplitude (12) in powers of 
w5, we obtain, under the very general assumptions 
discussed in Sec. 2, an asymptotic expansion for 
this amplitude for w-oo along the real axis: 

00 

(14) 

where 

00 

X Gm (xo, Xt; p, p') = Wo2n ~ dr;eiunTret (t, w; p, p') (15) 

and 

Tret (-r, w; p, p') = ~ dxtPn (- i:, (!2) Gret (x1 + t, :c1; p, p'). 

(16) 
Because, first, of the polynomial boundedness of 

the n-th asymptotic amplitude T~II(w) on the real 
axis2> and, second, of point III of the formulation of 
the principle of microcausality[ 5• BJ for Gret<Xo. x1), 
this amplitude Tfll (w) is holomorphic in the upper 
w plane except for a neighborhood of the point 
w = 0, and satisfies there all conditions of the gen
eralized maximum principle of Phragmen-Lindelof
Nevanlinna. Moreover, writing the asymptotic ex
pansion for w-oo of the amplitude TIV (w) of the 
reaction (IV) in a form analogous to (12), we easily 
see that the following relation exists between the 
corresponding terms T~II(w) and T~V (w): 

T ~n (-w *) = T~v • ( w) . ( 17) 

Applying further the method of [ 1 J to the n-th 
asymptotic amplitudes T~I, IV (w), we obtain finally 

lim[IT~n(w) 1/IT~v (w) 1J = 1. (18) 

This leads in the particular case n = 0 to the 
asymptotic equality of the differential cross sec
tions of the reactions (III) and (IV). 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this section we show that our asymptotic 
equalities (10) and (18) for n f. 0 yield information 

2lAs in the case of binary reactions, this polynomial 
boundedness follows from the polynomial boundedness of the 
TIII(w) itself on the real w axis. The polynomial boundedness 
on the real w axis of the amplitude of an arbitrary nonbinary 
reaction follows, by the optical theorem, from the polynomial 
boundedness of the corresponding binary reaction on the real 
w axis (private communication from V. I. Fushchich). The 
latter can at present be regarded as being proven rigorously, 
as mentioned in Sec. 2. 

about the relative asymptotic behavior of the am
plitudes of the direct and crossed reactions which 
goes beyond that provided by the asymptotic equali
ties for n = 0. In particular, the equality (18) for 
n = 1 is equivalent to 

III IV 

limfJTo (w)_il/1~~-1,]=1 (19) 
w~oc _I TIII ( (!)) rrv ( (!)) . 

The equality (18) for n = 0 implies only the asymp
totic (for w-oo on the real axis) equality of the 
moduli of the asymptotic Melman amplitudes T~11(c·J) 
and T5V(w) of the direct and crossed reactions, 
which in turn are asymptotically equal (for w-oo 
on the real axis) to the exact amplitudes TIII(w) 
and TIV (w) of these reactions. The equality (19) 
implies, moreover, that the exact amplitudes of 
these crossed reactions tend, for w - oo along the 
real axis, to the asymptotic Melman amplitudes in 
the same way. 

The asymptotic equalities (10) and (18) for arbi
trary n = 0, 1, ... were obtained by the use of the 
crossing symmetry properties (9) and ( 17) of all 
n-th asymptotic amplitudes, which moreover satis
fy all conditions for the generalized maximum 
principle of Phragmen-Lindelof-Nevanlinna. These 
crossing relations (9) and (17) for all corresponding 
terms of the asymptotic expansions of the ampli
tudes for arbitrary crossed reactions are what in 
the Introduction has been called "something more" 
than just the "asymptotic" crossing symmetry of 
these amplitudes, and which they possess without 
any assumptions about their analyticity. 

If, for example, the exponentials in (1) and (2) 
for TI(w) and TII(w) contained different a's, then 
the asymptotic equality (10) still holds for n = 0 
but would be violated for all n f. 0. Analogously, if 
the exponentials in (12) and (13) for TIII(w) and 
TIV (w) would contain different w0 's, then the 
asymptotic equality (18) would hold for n = 0 but 
not for other n f. 0. Thus the asymptotic equalities 

(10) and (18} for arbitrary n make more exhaustive 
use of the information about the exact amplitudes of 
arbitrary crossed processes contained in their in
tegral equations. 

Note added in proof (April 21, 1967): We note that the n-th 
asymptotic amplitudes T 0 I,II(w) depend on the masses f11 

and f12 of the scattering particles only via ~ = f11 
2 - f12 

2 , where
as the parameter a2 of the asymptotic expansion (4) depends 
on ~ = 11/ + 11z 2 • Let us assume that it is possible to study ex
perimentally (cf. the idea of Gribov, Ioffe, and Pomeran-
chuk [8]) the dependence of the amplitudes T1•Il(w) on~ for 
fixed ~ and large w. Then we could reproduce the experi
mental form of T0 1•II(w) for large w for different nand hence, 
verify the asymptotic equality (10). 
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